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Picosecond polarized fluorescence studies of anisotropic fluid media. II.
Experimental studies of molecular order and motion in jet aligned
rhodamine 6G and resorufin solutions

A. J. Bain,a),b) P. Chandna, G. Butcher,c) and J. Bryantb)

Department of Physics, University of Essex, Wivenhoe Park, Colchester, C04 3SQ, United Kingdom

~Received 27 December 1999; accepted 7 February 2000!

New polarized time resolved fluorescence techniques are implemented to determine the full angular
motion of a probe molecule in an anisotropic environment. Studies of rhodamine 6G and resorufin
molecules aligned in a free ethylene glycol jet show that the presence of net molecular order is
accompanied by a distinct anisotropy in alignment relaxation following photoselection. Diffusion
coefficients forf and u motion ~D i and D'! in a jet fixed axis system are determined from the
cylindrically symmetric and asymmetric alignment relaxation rates for the isotropic and anisotropic
regions of the jet. The presence of net negative molecular alignment as the free jet is formed is seen
to correspond to restrictedf motion (D i,D'), with a net positive steady state alignment the
anisotropy in the diffusion dynamics is reversed. The differences inD i and D' are attributed to
anisotropy in the solvent viscosity as a consequence of flow. The combination of linear and circular
polarization techniques is seen to provide useful information on cylindrical asymmetry and
relaxation dynamics hitherto unobserved by conventional fluorescence polarization techniques.
© 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!00217-8#

I. INTRODUCTION

In the first paper of this series~Paper I! we developed a
formalism for treating the interaction of polarized laser
pulses with an anisotropic molecular array allowing, for an
array of given asymmetry, a full characterization of the ini-
tial excited state orientational distribution function. The sub-
sequent evolution of the excited state in the anisotropic en-
vironment was considered in terms of a perturbation solution
to the anisotropic diffusion equation and the form of the
alignment decays which comprise the experimentally mea-
sured single photon fluorescence anisotropy can be pre-
dicted. It was further shown that for a system with axial
symmetry a number of specific excitation polarization con-
ditions could be employed which individually highlight the
symmetric and asymmetric alignment dynamics. In this sec-
ond paper we employ these techniques to investigate the
steady state order and anisotropic orientational motion of
rhodamine 6G and resorufin molecules in a free ethylene
glycol jet. Preliminary jet experiments had revealed the pres-
ence of substantial molecular order to be accompanied by a
distinct anisotropy inu andf diffusion dynamics indicating
a breakdown in the ‘‘selection rules’’ for isotropic orienta-
tional relaxation.1,2 In this work we are able to quantify these
observations and to determine the functional form of the ori-
entational correlation functions for the cylindrically symmet-
ric and asymmetric degrees of the photoselected molecular
alignment and to measure their characteristic relaxation rates.

These measurements are performed in different regions of
the jet~corresponding to varying degrees of steady state mo-
lecular alignment! allowing an investigation into the nature
of theu andf diffusional anisotropy with steady state order.

II. MOLECULAR ALIGNMENT AND MOTION IN FLUID
MEDIA

The imposition of molecular order in an otherwise iso-
tropic fluid medium requires the imposition of external
forces to counteract the randomizing effects of Brownian
motion. Traditionally this has been achieved in two distinct
ways, first, by the imposition of shear forces arising from
confined fluid flow3–7 and second by the use of an applied dc
electric field on a polar or anisotropically polarizable mo-
lecular system.8–10The result of these approaches is to create
an energy difference between differing molecular orienta-
tions ~u,f! defined relative to a laboratory axis system,
which for a system in thermal equilibrium with its surround-
ings gives rise to the well known expression for the orienta-
tional distribution function,

P~u,f!5
1

Z
expS 2

E~u,f!

kT D , ~2.1!

where Z is the orientational partition function for the
system.11 Following Paper I,P(u,f) can be expressed as a
multipolar expansion whose moments are given by

^CKQ&5
1

Z E
0

2pE
0

p

YKQ* ~u,f!expS 2
E~u,f!

kT D sinududf.

~2.2!
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In the case of Couette flow, the energy of orientation of the
symmetry axis of an ellipsoidal molecule relative to the flow
directionz leads to an orientational distribution function ac-
cording to5,6

P~u,f!5
1

4p S 11
lA

4D
cos 2u sin 2f D . ~2.3!

Here l is the applied shear,D is the isotropic rotational
diffusion coefficient of the major axis, andA is an asymme-
try parameter defined in terms of the major and minor semi-
axes of the molecular ellipsoid of inertiaa andb according to
A5(a22b2)/(a21b2). For small to medium sized mol-
eculesD is several orders of magnitude greater than the
value ofl obtainable in a traditional Couette apparatus6 and
as such the technique is almost wholly restricted to slowly
diffusing macromolecular assemblies.6 In the case of electric
field or Kerr alignment a purely dipolar interaction between
the molecular dipole momentm and the applied fieldE of the
form E(u,f)52mE cosu leads to a degree of steady state
alignment given by

^a20&5
^C20&

^C00&
5A5F11

3

a2 F12a
cosha

sinha G G , ~2.4!

wherea5mE/kT. Ionic species such as rhodamine 6G and
resorufin have large permanent dipole moments~'10–20 D!
in solution, taking 20 D as an upper bound tom together with
an upper limit toE of '30 kV cm21 yields a maximum value
for ^a20& of 1.5631023. Uncharged but highly polar mol-
ecules of a similar size to rhodamine 6G and resorufin have
lower dipole moments by at least an order of magnitude and
the degree of Kerr alignment attainable in these instances
will be still smaller yielding ^a20& values in the range of
1024– 1025.9,10 If this favorable degree of ordering were to
be carried through to the excited state then the relaxed or
steady state fluorescence anisotropyRss observed@see Paper
I, Eq. ~7.8!# should be in the range of 1023% – 1024%. Sig-
nificant molecular alignment using dc electric fields has only
been achieved in larger and more polarizable species such as
macromolecules11 and systems exhibiting collective re-
sponses such as liquid crystals.12,13

The observation of possible molecular alignment in a
free fluid jet was first reported by McCaffery and
co-workers14,15 who observed a spatial variation in the con-
tinuous wave fluorescence anisotropy from rhodamine 6G
molecules in an ethylene glycol jet produced from a preci-
sion sapphire nozzle. Our initial time resolved polarized
fluorescence measurements on this system1,2 have shown that
irrespective of the initial photoselection, the steady state or-
dering of the emerging molecules (Rss) corresponds to a
marked perpendicular~negative! alignment to the flow direc-
tion. The degree of this alignment is between one to three
orders of magnitude greater than that attainable for similar
species under favorable Couette or Kerr alignment condi-
tions ~as above!.

In this work a more detailed study of molecular motion
and order in the jet is undertaken using the formalism devel-
oped in Paper I. Our investigations are extended to include,
in addition to the oblate rotor rhodamine 6G, the faster dif-
fusing symmetric prolate rotor resorufin. Both molecules

have approximately parallel visible absorption and emission
transition dipole moment directions~illustrated in Fig. 1!, in
the case of rhodamine 6G these are at 90° to the oblate
symmetry axis and in principle the fluorescence anisotropy
in isotropic media should show a biexponential decay ac-
cording to16,17

R~ t !50.3 exp~2~4D i
M12D'

M !t !10.1 exp~26D'
Mt !, ~2.5!

whereD i
M andD'

M are the~molecule fixed! coefficients for
diffusion parallel and perpendicular to the molecular symme-
try axis. Providing the difference betweenD i

M andD'
M is not

substantial, the anisotropy decay from an oblate rotor such as
rhodamine 6G approximates well to a single exponential of
the form,18

R~ t !50.4 exp~23~D i
M1D'

M !t !. ~2.6!

In the case of resorufin, the transition dipole moment direc-
tion is directed along the prolate symmetry axis and a single
exponential decay involving solelyD'

M is observed,16

R~ t !50.4 exp~26D'
Mt !. ~2.7!

Both molecules are seen to exhibit single exponential fluo-
rescence anisotropy decays in ethylene glycol~Fig. 2! where
their orientational dynamics fall between the stick and slip
limits of continuum hydrodynamics.19 Their appropriate
structural parameters and isotropic diffusion rates in ethylene
glycol are given in Table I.

FIG. 1. The molecular structure and approximate dimensions of rhodamine
6G and resorufin. The direction of the~parallel! absorption and emission
transition dipole momentsm are also indicated. In the case of rhodamine 6G,
m is orthogonal to the oblate symmetry axis~out of the plane of the paper!,
whereas for resorufinm is collinear with the prolate symmetry axis.

FIG. 2. Fluorescence anisotropy decays for rhodamine 6G and resorufin in
isotropic ethylene glycol solutions. Isotropic rotational diffusion times of
2.15 and 1.2 ns are obtained which show intermediate behavior between
stick and slip hydrodynamic boundary conditions.

10436 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 23, 15 June 2000 Bain et al.
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III. EXPERIMENT

Free jets of rhodamine 6G and resorufin in ethylene gly-
col ('1024 M) were produced from a precision 100mm
sapphire nozzle~Victor Kyburz AG! using a temperature
controlled dye laser circulator~Coherent 5920!. Stable lami-
nar flows with Reynolds numbers in the region of 100 were
attainable over a range of backing pressures and tempera-
tures~20–30 psi and 17–30 °C! giving mean flow velocities
spanning 2–3 ms21. As described earlier1,2 we employ a
180° geometry as shown in Fig. 3 for the excitation and
collection of molecular fluorescence from the jet, this to-
gether with a standard time correlated single photon counting
~TCSPC! system with an instrument response function of
105 ps is used to obtain theI V(t) and I H(t) components of
the fluorescence decay for a given excitation polarization
angleb. An overall schematic of the apparatus is depicted in
Fig. 4.

In conventional fluorescence polarization experiments
on unaligned~isotropic! samples any polarization bias in the
apparatus is often corrected for by tail matching ofI V(t) and
I H(t) decays which become equivalent as the molecules re-
turn to their isotropic equilibrium. The parameter obtained
from such a measurement, the so-called systemg-factor,20,21

is then used in the subsequent determination of the fluores-
cence anisotropyR(t). In the measurement of polarized fluo-
rescence from aligned media in which the equilibrium ex-
cited state configuration is itself anisotropic it is crucial that
the systemg-factor is unity for the accurate determination of
R(t) from I V(t) andI H(t) decays. Ag-factor of unity in our
apparatus is evidenced by the equivalence of theI V(t) and
I H(t) decays obtained from an isotropic sample using an
excitation polarization angle ofb545°,1 the result of such a
measurement is illustrated in Fig. 5.

The identification of the existence of an axis of cylindri-
cal symmetry in a given sample is an important prerequisite
for the implementation of theR(t,b) measurements outlined
in Paper I. This is most effectively achieved by the measure-
ment of R(t) as a function of the azimuthal jet anglef
measured perpendicular to the laboratoryz axis for an exci-

tation polarization angle ofb590° as illustrated in Fig. 6.
This configuration ensures that the polarization vector of the
excitation pulse is unaffected by reflection asf is varied and
that the effect of any cylindrical asymmetry on the fluores-
cence observables is maximized. The results of such mea-
surements for the excitation of emerging dye molecules at

FIG. 3. A schematic of the 180° excitation-fluorescence detection geometry
used in this work.

FIG. 4. The overall experimental arrangement showing the principal optical
layout and the TCSPC system components.

FIG. 5. I V(t) and I H(t) decays obtained from an isotropic sample using an
excitation polarization angle ofb545°. Zero polarization bias in the detec-
tion system~a g-factor of unity! can be seen from the equivalence of the two
signals yielding a time independent fluorescence anisotropy of zero.

TABLE I. Structural parameters and isotropic alignment relaxation times in
ethylene glycol~at 25 °C! for rhodamine 6G and resorufin.

V (Å3) Axial ratio tor ~ns)

Rhodamine 6G 416 0.286 2.15
Resorufin 165 2.4 1.2

10437J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 23, 15 June 2000 Picosecond polarized fluorescence studies. II
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the center of the nozzle exit and at the bottom of the jet in
the region where the side lobes converge22 are shown in Fig.
7. From this it is clear that an axis of cylindrical symmetry
exists about the central flow direction at the nozzle exit of
the jet but at the bottom of the jet a slight degree of cylin-
drical asymmetry has been imparted to dye molecules.

IV. STEADY-STATE ORDER MEASUREMENTS

Fluorescence anisotropy decays for rhodamine 6G and
resorufin obtained in the nozzle exit region at'17 °C with a
pressure of 30 psi~mean flow velocity of 3 ms21! as a func-
tion of excitation polarization angleb with a laser spot size
of approximately 50mm, are shown in Fig. 8. As observed

previously, irrespective of the initial photoselection condi-
tions the fluorescence anisotropy decays to a constant nega-
tive valueRss consistent with a negative perpendicular align-
ment of both molecules in the flow.1,2 From Fig. 8 it can be
seen that an excitation polarization angle ofb545° yields an
effectively time independent fluorescence anisotropy equal
to Rss. It is thus possible to accurately assess the degree of
steady state alignment in the jet fromR(t,b545°) decays.
Plots of Rss along the jet axis as a function of downstream
position from the nozzle exit for both systems are shown in
Fig. 9. As can be seen the sign, magnitude, and spatial varia-
tion of Rss for both molecules follows the same pattern, in
the vicinity of the nozzle exitRss is in the region of25%
corresponding to a negative cylindrically symmetric align-
ment about the flow direction. This ordering of the emerging
molecules persists for about 250ms ~assuming an average
flow velocity of 3 ms21! before the onset of an isotropic
region (Rss50) 0.75 mm downstream from the nozzle exit
followed by establishment of a weak positive alignment
(Rss,1%) at the bottom of the jet in agreement with our
earlier observations.1,2 This spatial dependence was found to
be a common feature of both the rhodamine 6G and resorufin
jets, the sign and magnitude ofRss in the nozzle exit region

FIG. 6. A schematic of the experimental configuration employed to inves-
tigate the cylindrical symmetry of the molecular distributions in the jet. A
P-polarized excitation pulse~b590°! is employed, and with this arrange-
ment the variation in the jet azimuth angle~f! gives the greatest variation in
thef-dependent transition probability for this configuration. The use of this
experimental arrangement also ensures that there is no depolarization of the
excitation pulse due to the differentialSandP reflectivities withf at the jet
surface.

FIG. 7. ~a! Fluorescence anisotropy decays recorded for rhodamine 6G and
resorufin in the nozzle exit region for jet azimuthal angles off50°, 5°, 15°,
20°. To within experimental error the decays are identical indicating the
presence of an axially symmetric ground state.~b! Fluorescence anisotropy
decays recorded for rhodamine 6G and resorufin at the bottom of the jet for
azimuthal angles off50°–20°. A distinct variation in the time dependent
signals can be seen indicating the presence of cylindrical asymmetry with
respect to the jet axis.

FIG. 8. Fluorescence anisotropy decays obtained in the nozzle exit region
for resorufin and rhodamine 6G and resorufin as the excitation polarization
angleb is varied from 0° to 90°.

10438 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 23, 15 June 2000 Bain et al.
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showed little variation over the range of temperatures and
flow velocities studied. The rotational motions of both
rhodamine 6G and resorufin take place on a timescale sig-
nificantly faster than changes in the jet due to fluid flow. The
orientational dynamics measured by TCSPC at any given
position in the jet represent the response of the solute mol-
ecules to an effectively static environment. The relationship
betweenRss and the orientational energy in the flow mea-
sured relative to the flow axis is given by1

lnF11
5

2
Rss~3 cos2 u21!G5

E~u554.7°!2E~u!

kT
. ~4.1!

The depth of the angle dependent potential is thus

E~u50°!2E~u590°!

kT
5 lnF F12

5

2
RssG

115Rss

G . ~4.2!

For Rss525% an apparent well depth of 0.40 kT is indi-
cated which is a significant degree of steady state alignment
in comparison to that attainable for similar species using
conventional flow or electric field alignment techniques. At
this point it is instructive to consider the shear forces and

velocity gradients that have the potential for producing mo-
lecular alignment in a high velocity fluid flow. The simplest
case of confined fluid flow is that of laminar flow through a
pipe, here the fluid layer that is adjacent to the~stationary!
solid surface has zero velocity. The force acting to flow the
fluid ~tangential to the surface!, creates a shear stress along
the direction of the flow. For a pipe of radiusa the velocity
distribution of laminar flow is parabolic with a maximum
velocity given by vmax5Pa2/4h, where P is the pressure
gradient andh is the fluid viscosity. In the transition from
confined to free fluid flow, the loss of the drag imposed by
the walls and the boundary layer allows the outer fluid layers
to increase in speed, leading to a constant velocity distribu-
tion across the jet. The nozzle used in this work has a rect-
angular cross section and gives rise to a triangular shaped
free jet. The evolution of the jet shape arises from surface
tension which, acting normally to the fluid surface, will mini-
mize the free energy of the system by minimizing its surface
area. For the initially ‘‘flat’’ jet that emerges from the sap-
phire nozzle this causes the edges to be drawn inward and to
attain a circular cross section. The edges thicken with dis-
tance from the nozzle exit and become turbulent,22 until fi-
nally merging. The triangular section between these edges
remains interferometrically flat.22,23 In Couette flow a linear
shear of the forml5dvZ /dX gives rise to the orientational
distribution function in Eq.~2.3!, the flow gradients operat-
ing in the nozzle and in the free jet will be considerably more
complex. Nonetheless the molecular response to the shear
should be expected to have a similar form to that of Eq.
~2.3!. Thus considering an average laminar flow of 3 ms21

within the nozzle, the greatest shear forces will be experi-
enced across the smallest dimension~Y! in the nozzle with a
change in velocity from zero to 6 ms21 occurring over the
nozzle half thickness~50 mm!. Assuming for simplicity that
the shear is linear this yields a substantial value forl of
1.23105 s21. This is contrasted by the rapid orientational
relaxation rates for resorufin and rhodamine 6G
('108 s21) which together with the relevant asymmetry
factors are listed in Table II. From these data the maximum
strength of the molecular response to the shear, given by
lA/4D, can be expected to be on the order of 1024 for both
resorufin and rhodamine 6G. Given shear forces of the ap-
propriate symmetry this degree of molecular response would
yield intrinsic anisotropies of less than 0.1%, well over two
orders of magnitude less than theRss values of'25% ob-
served at the nozzle exit~Fig. 8!. Couette alignment arises
from the shear generated by the velocity gradients of the
form dvZ /dX and the torques so generated will give rise to a
positive alignment of the long molecular axis of the solute in
the flow direction.

FIG. 9. The variation in the steady state anisotropy as a function of the
downstream position from the nozzle exit.

TABLE II. Diffusion rates and asymmetry parameters for rhodamine 6G
and resorufin together with the predicted degree of alignment expected for a
shear rate of 1.23105 s21.

4D5
2

3
g20~s21!

A lA

4D

Rhodamine 6G 3.63108 0.88 2.931024

Resorufin 5.83108 0.72 1.531024

10439J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 23, 15 June 2000 Picosecond polarized fluorescence studies. II
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The relative magnitudes of the two shears would be expected
to follow the X/Y aspect ratio of 7 mm to 100mm with
dvZ /dY570(dvZ /dX). The loss of the boundary layer will
significantly alterdvZ /dY with dvZ /dX little effected at the
center of the flow. The asymmetry in the two torques pre-
sumably tends to zero downstream, and would not be ex-
pected to give rise to the cylindrically symmetric negative
molecular alignment that is observed. The insensitivity of
Rss in this region to changes in the flow velocity (vZ) is a
further indication that alignment we observe is unlikely to
originate from a Couette-type shear. In achieving fast flow
rates there was an unavoidable rise in the jet temperature,
this variation was however slight and changes tokBT over
the whole temperature range~;17–30 °C! are on the order
of 3%, the absolute depth of the angle-dependent potential
determined by Eq.~4.2! therefore shows little change with
eithervZ or temperature. Shear forces arising from tangential
velocity gradients of the formdvX /dZ anddvY /dZ are how-
ever wholly compatible with the production of negative mo-
lecular alignment. The discontinuity in the flow caused by
the removal of the liquid–sapphire interface may, until coun-
teracted by surface tension, give rise to such gradients. The
nature of fluid flow in the vicinity of a discontinuous bound-
ary is not well understood, the forces generated may well be
substantial and simple hydrodynamic models for the molecu-
lar response@e.g., Eq.~2.3!# under these conditions may not

be applicable. Electric field alignment due to the frictional
charging of the insulating sapphire surfaces by the fluid flow
is perhaps an alternative mechanism, we have recently ob-
served a change of several volts in the potential of the nozzle
relative to ground as the jet is established.24 The imposition
of a potential at the boundary of an electrolytic solution will
lead to the establishment of anion~resorufin! and cation
~rhodamine 6G! concentration gradients at the interface, for a
binary electrolyte the extent of these effects~even for signifi-
cant surface charge densities! are characterized by Debye
lengths in the range of 1028 m with corresponding ion con-
centrations on the order of 10 M.25 An increase in the con-
centration of molecules in the Debye region would be ex-
pected to lead@if significant in relation to the population in
the bulk of the jet~'100 mm!# to an increase in the mea-
sured fluorescence lifetime due to energy transfer and
self-absorption.26,27This is not observed, as can be seen from
Table III in the nozzle exit region there is a consistently
lower fluorescence lifetime~between'2%–6%! relative to
the isotropic region for both dye molecules. At present there-
fore the most likely mechanism for molecular alignment in
the nozzle exit region would appear to lie with tangential
shear forces arising from the transition from confined to free
fluid flow.

FIG. 10. Rhodamine 6G and resorufinR(t,b) decays obtained at'3/4 mm
from the sapphire nozzle exit where the excited state alignment is zero. In
this region the rotational diffusion dynamics are isotropic withg205g22 . FIG. 11. Fluorescence anisotropy decays obtained at the bottom of the jet in

the region immediately preceding the convergence of the lateral lobes of the
flow. For both dye molecules a small positive steady state alignment is
observed withg20,g22 .

10440 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 23, 15 June 2000 Bain et al.
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V. TIME-DEPENDENT FLUORESCENCE
MEASUREMENTS

R(t,b) decays for both rhodamine 6G and resorufin
were measured at three points along the jet axis; first in the
nozzle exit region~cylindrically symmetric negative steady
state alignment!, second in the isotropic region'1 mm
downstream of the nozzle exit and finally at the bottom of
the jet~slight positive alignment and cylindrical asymmetry!.
The results of these measurements are displayed in Figs. 8,
10, and 11, respectively.

Variation of the excitation polarization angleb with re-
spect to the flow axis of the jet as shown in Fig. 3 yields an
initial excited state distribution whose moments are given by
Eq. ~6.3! in Paper I,

^CKQ
ex ~0!&5

2C

3 (
K8Q8

^CK8Q8
gs

~ss!&F dK8KdQ8Q

1
2

A5
(
Q9

d02Q9
2

~2b!S K 2 K8

2Q Q9 Q8
D

3S K 2 K8

0 0 0 DA5K̂K̂8G . ~5.1!

For an axially symmetric ground stateQ850 and the initial
fluorescence anisotropy is thus sensitive to the cylindrically
symmetric alignment and hexadecapole moments according
to Eq.~6.10! in Paper I. Plots of the initial anisotropyR(0,b)
can in principle be used to determine the ground state distri-
bution function. Before this is done it is necessary to con-

sider the factors which can cause a reduction in the measured
anisotropy from its true value. These include the finite time
resolution of the TCSPC system, the possible~small! non-
parallelism of the absorption and emission transition dipole
moments and depolarization of the fluorescence by the opti-
cal components of the analyzing system or by self-
absorption. The reduction in the value ofR(0,b50°) from
0.4 is typically in the region of 0.95 and 0.96 for rhodamine
6G and resorufin, respectively. Approximating the instru-
ment response to a Gaussian with a full width'100 ps the
reduction inR(0,b50°) is expected to be on the order of
0.5% for both dyes, only when this is increased to'400
ps—well above the measured response time—does the ex-
pected reduction inR(0,b50°) agree with that observed. A
rotation of the transition moment direction through an angle
g in the molecular frame gives rise to a modification of the
initial momentŝ CKQ

ex (0)& of the excited state distribution by
a factorPK(cosg).16 An angle ofg515° would be necessary
to account for the measured reduction inR(0,b50°), how-
ever this would be expected to lead to a nonsingle exponen-
tial decay inR(t,b50°) which is not observed in this or
other studies.19,20 The existence of a single exponential iso-
tropic anisotropy decay in a symmetric rotor such as resoru-
fin is generally accepted as evidence thatg50°.28 The reduc-
tion in R(0,b50°) with increasing concentration and path
length is well known21 as is the depolarization of fluores-
cence by the collection optics.29 It is the combination of
these two factors that is the most likely cause for the small
reductions inR(0,b) that are observed. The effect of all the
above factors is to modify the alignment components from
their true values by an amount parameterĀ, and with this
modificationR(0,b) becomes

R~0,b!5

F2

5
~cos2 b2sin2 b!1G Ā

11Ā
2

5
sin2 b

. ~5.2!

For rhodamine 6G and resorufin values forĀ of 0.95 and
0.97 were determined from fits to theR(0,b) data using Eq.
~5.2!. In a similar manner the initial anisotropy in the nozzle
exit region@Paper I, Eqs.~3.12! and ~6.7!–~6.9!# becomes

R~0,b!5

F2

5
~cos2 b2sin2 b!1

^a20
gs~ss!&

A5
F11

4

7
cos2 b G1

^a40
gs~ss!&
35

~19 cos2 b27!G Ā

11Ā
2

5
sin2 b1

^a20
gs~ss!&

A5
F ~2124Ā!cos2 b2~714Ā!

7 G1
^a40

gs~ss!&
35

2Ā sin2 b

. ~5.3!

Fits to R(0,b) for both dye molecules in the nozzle exit
region are shown in Fig. 12 and indicate that to within ex-
perimental error the degree of steady state alignment in the
ground and excited states are equal and the contribution from

higher ground state moments (^a40
gs(ss)&) is negligible. From

this information it is reasonable to assume that both equilib-
rium distribution functions correspond well to that of a
purely aligned array,

TABLE III. Fluorescence lifetimes of rhodamine 6G and resorufin in the
three regions of the jet. In both dyes there is an increase in theS1 lifetime on
passing from the region of negative steady state alignment at the nozzle exit
to the main isotropic body of the fluid downstream.

Rhodamine 6G
t f (ns)

Resorufin
t f (ns)

Nozzle exit region 4.59 4.69
Isotropic region 4.91 4.78
Bottom of jet 5.04 4.88
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P~u,f~ss!!5
1

4p F11^a20~ss!&
1

2
~3 cos2 u21!G . ~5.4!

An additional experimental parameter of use here is the
sample magic anglebM , the excitation polarization angle for
which the initial anisotropy is zero. For a purely aligned
ground state the sample magic angle was shown to be@Paper
I, Eq. ~6.11!#

cos2 bM5

142
35̂ a20

gs~ss!&

A5

281
20̂ a20

gs~ss!&

A5

. ~5.5!

In the nozzle exit regionbM values of 39° and 40° were
recorded for resorufin and rhodamine 6G, respectively. Pre-
dictions based on the ground state alignment values calcu-
lated from theR(0,b) data give correspondingbM values of
39.5° and 40.1°. The uncertainty in^a20

gs(ss)&/A5 should be
no greater than that forRss which gives an angular error in
bM of 62°, there is therefore excellent agreement between
experiment and theory.

VI. ALIGNMENT DYNAMICS

From Paper I it was found that to first order the aniso-
tropic diffusion dynamics of the excited state alignment in
the nozzle exit region should have the form,

^a20
ex~ t !&5^a20

ex~ss!&1$^a20
ex~0!&2^a20

ex~ss!&%exp~2g20t !
~6.1!

$^a22
ex~ t !&1^a222

ex ~ t !&%5$^a22
ex~0!&1^a222

ex ~0!&%

3exp~2g22t !,

whereg20 and g22 represent the pureu diffusion and theu plus f diffusion rates, respectively~see Paper I, Sec. VI!. The
variation inR(t) with the excitation polarization angleb in an intrinsically aligned medium with axial symmetry assuming and
allowing for the net depolarization of the signal (Ā^1) is given by@Paper I, Eq.~7.8!#,

R~ t,b!5

F F ~3 cos2 b21!F1

5
1

^a20
gs~ss!&

A5
F2

7
2

^a20
ex~ss!&

A5
G G1H ^a20

gs~ss!&2^a20
ex~ss!&

A5
J Gexp~2g20t !

2
sin2 b

5 F12
10̂ a20

gs~ss!&

7A5
Gexp~2g22t !1H ^a20

ex~ss!&

A5
J S 11~3 cos2 b21!

^a20
gs~ss!&

A5
D G

1

Ā
F11~3 cos2 b21!

^a20
gs~ss!&

A5
G1

2

5
sin2 bF12

10

7

^a20
gs~ss!&

A5
Gexp~2g22t !

. ~6.2!

Since the ground and excited state equilibrium degrees of alignment are equal (^a20
ex(ss)&/A5>^a20

gs(ss)&/A55Rss), Eq. ~6.2!
simplifies to

FIG. 12. Variation in the initial fluorescence anisotropy with excitation
polarization at the nozzle exit. Fits to the data using Eq.~5.3! are shown by
the dashed line and indicate that the ground state anisotropy is characterized
solely by the cylindrically symmetric alignment^a20&. The data also indi-
cate a small degree of depolarization of the fluorescence by the system
optics ~2%–5%!.
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R~ t,b!5

F F ~3 cos2 b21!F1

5
1RssF2

7
2RssG G Gexp~2g20t !

2
sin2 b

5 F12
10

7
RssGexp~2g22t !1Rss~11~3 cos2 b21!Rss!

G
1

Ā
@11~3 cos2 b21!Rss#1

2

5
sin2 bF12

10

7
RssGexp~2g22t !

. ~6.3!

The anisotropy decay in these circumstances should therefore follow

R~ t,b!5
A~b!exp~2g20t !2B~b!exp~2g22t !1C

1

Ā
12B~b!exp~2g22t !

, ~6.4!

where

A~b!5
A20~b!

N~b!
5F ~3 cos2 b21!F1

5
1RssF2

7
2RssG G G Y @11~3 cos2 b21!Rss#,

B~b!5
A22~b!

N~b!

sin2b

5 F12
10

7
RssG Y @11~3 cos2 b21!Rss#, ~6.5!

C5Rss.

In the case of cylindrical asymmetry as pertains to the bottom of the jet both alignment moments can be expected~neglecting
cross relaxation! to decay to steady state values along the lines of Eq.~5.3!. The form of the anisotropy decay in these
circumstances will follow,

R~ t,b!5

F 1

A5
@@^C20

ex~0,b!&2^C20
ex~ss!&#exp~2g20t !1^C20

ex~ss!&#

2
1

A30
@@$^C22

ex~0,b!&1^C222
ex ~0,b!&%2$^C22

ex~ss!&1^C222
ex ~ss!&%#exp~2g22t !1$^C22

ex~ss!&1^C222
ex ~ss!&%#

G
^C00

ex~0,b!&1
2

A30
F @$^C22

ex~0,b!&1^C222
ex ~0,b!&%2$^C22

ex~ss!&1^C222
ex ~ss!&%#exp~2g22t !

1$^C22
ex~ss!&1^C222

ex ~ss!&%
G ,

~6.6!

the general form of which will be

R~ t,b!5
A8~b!exp~2g20t !2B8~b!exp~2g22t !1@A~ss!2B~ss!#C8~b!

C8~b!12B8~b!exp~2g22t !12B~ss!C8~b!
, ~6.7!

whereA8(b), B8(b), andC8(b) are parameters which de-
pend on the initial photoselection and the ground state an-
isotropy @Paper I, Eqs.~6.4!–~6.6!# and @A(ss)2B(ss)#/1
12B(ss)5Rss. In the case of weak cylindrical asymmetry
at the bottom of the jet theb-dependent terms should not
show a significant departure from those obtained for excita-
tion from a weak positively aligned ground state@i.e., Eqs.
~6.4! and ~6.5! with Rss positive#.

In the nozzle exit region the analysis of theR(t,b) de-
cays was undertaken as follows:g20 was determined from a
least squares fit to theb50° decay using Eq.~6.4! yielding a
single exponential decay of the form,

R~ t,b50°!5~A~b!exp~2g20t !1C!Ā. ~6.8!

As the ground and excited state degrees of alignment are the

same theb554.7° decay is dominated by the asymmetric
alignment dynamics, a similar procedure was followed to
determineg22 giving a decay of the form,

R~ t,b!5
C2B~b!exp~2g22t !

1

Ā
12B~b!exp~2g22t !

. ~6.9!

The valuesg20 andg22 obtained in this way were then used
as fixed parameters in a least squares fit to theb590° and all
intermediate decays. In all of the fitsA(b), B(b), and C
were allowed to float but were constrained to have the ap-
propriate sign as predicted by Eq.~6.5!. The pre-exponential
factors yielded by this process are in good agreement with
the theoretical values as predicted by Eq.~6.5!, as can be
seen, for example, in Fig. 13 which shows the time zero
pre-exponential factors obtained from fits to theR(0,b) data
and those obtained from the fits to theR(t,b) decays for
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resorufin and rhodamine 6G. A similar procedure was fol-
lowed in both the isotropic region and at the bottom of the jet
where Eq.~6.8! is used as the fitting equation. In both re-
gions of steady state molecular alignment the fits obtained
for both dyes were in good agreement with the theoretical
predictions of perturbed but linear orientational relaxation.

Theg20 andg22 relaxation rates obtained for rhodamine
6G and resorufin are displayed in Table IV. The presence of
a net molecular alignment whether positive or negative is
seen to raise theg20/g22 degeneracy. In the nozzle exit re-
gion with a negative cylindrically symmetric alignmentg20

is greater thang22 for both molecules, whilst at the bottom of
the jet~Rss positive! this relationship is reversed. In the iso-
tropic regiong20 andg22 are equal consistent with isotropic
rotational diffusion dynamics. From Table IV it can be seen
that g20 remains constant~to within experimental error!
whilst g22 shows significant variation as a function of the
downstream position in the jet. At this point it is instructive
to consider the sensitivity ofg20 andg22 to external pertur-
bations. General symmetry considerations developed in Pa-
per I showed a perturbation of quadrupolar symmetry that

had equal but opposing effects on the two decays@Eq.
~6.15!#,

g2056D81^a20&A2

7
^2iH2i2&,

~6.10!

g2256D82^a20&A2

7
^2iH2i2&.

This result assumed that the deviation from isotropic relax-
ation dynamics occurred as the result of the imposition of an
external force~e.g., an electric field! and that the global vis-
cosity of the medium itself was unaffected. The general ex-
pression forgKQ is given by@Paper I, Eq.~7.10!#

gKQ52^KQuD¹21H8uKQ&. ~6.11!

The diffusion operatorD¹2 can be written as

D¹25DXXĴX
21DYYĴYY

2 1DZZĴZZ
2 , ~6.12!

whereDXX , DYY, andDZZ are the diagonal components of
the diffusion tensor in the laboratory axis system. In an iso-
tropic medium these three quantities are necessarily equal
but in an anisotropic flowing fluid this requirement is lifted.
In the nozzle exit region axial symmetry requiresDXX

5DYY, and under these circumstances thegKQ decay rates
are given by

gKQ52^KQuD¹21H8uKQ& ~6.13!

which on inserting Eq.~6.12! gives

gKQ5D'@K~K11!2Q2#1D iQ21^KQuH8uKQ&,
~6.14!

whereDXX5DYY[D' andDZZ[D i . In terms of an expan-
sion ofH8 in isotropic and quadrupolar components@Paper I,
Eq. ~7.14!#

gKQ5D'@K~K11!2Q2#1D iQ22F ^a00&^KiH0iK&

1^a20&
3Q22K~K11!

AK~K11!~2K13!~2K21!
^KiH2iK&G .

~6.15!

For g20 andg22 this yields

g2056D'2F ^a00&^2iH0i2&2^a20&A2

7
^KiH2iK&G ,

~6.16!

g2252D'14D i2F ^a00&^2iH0i2&1^a20&A2

7
^KiH2iK&G .

~6.17!

As can be seen from Table IV for given flow conditionsg20

remains approximately constant whilstg22 shows significant
variation between each of the three regions of the jet. Since
^KQuD¹2uKQ&@^KQuH8uKQ& it is reasonable to assume
that the variationsg22 arise primarily from differences inD i

as ^KQuH8uKQ& will necessarily vary with the degree of
steady state alignment. This is further supported by the exact
solution to the Debye equation for diffusion in a quadrupolar

FIG. 13. Plots of the pre-exponential cylindrically symmetric@A(b)# and
asymmetric@B(b)# degrees of alignment obtained from the nozzle exit
R(t,b) decays for rhodamine 6G and resorufin. Also shown are the theoret-
ical predictions forA(b) andB(b) based on perturbed relaxation in a cy-
lindrically symmetric medium as given by Eq.~6.4!.
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potential.30 In the absence of anisotropic viscosity a signifi-
cant variation inbothg20 andg22 with the equilibrium order
~in our caseRss! is predicted. For a purely aligned system as
found in the nozzle exit region this yields

g2056DF 71Rss

715Rss@227Rss#
G and g2256DF 725Rss

7210Rss
G .

~6.18!
While predicting the correct ordering ofg20 and g22 at the
immediate nozzle exit~6.18! does not account for the ob-
served invariance ing20 with increasing downstream posi-
tion. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that the relaxation
dynamics in the jet are dominated by anisotropic diffusion
(^KQuD¹2uKQ&@^KQuH8uKQ&). In this light the relation-
ship between theu andf sensitivities ofg20 andg22 derived
in Paper I@Eq. ~5.15!# are wholly applicable

g225
g20

3
1g22~f!, ~6.19!

where

g22~f!54D i and g2056D' . ~6.20!

D i andD' can therefore be obtained from

D i5
1

4 S g222
g20

3 D and D'5
g20

6
. ~6.21!

The diffusion anisotropyA @Paper I, Eq.~5.16!# is therefore

A5
D i

D'

5
1

2 F3
g22

g20
21G . ~6.22!

Values of the diffusion anisotropyA in the three regions of
the jet for both rhodamine 6G and resorufin together with the
intrinsic u and f diffusion ratesD' and D i are also dis-
played in Table IV. Similar trends in orientational relaxation
can be seen for both dye molecules; in the nozzle exit region
a negative steady state alignment is seen to correspond to an
intrinsic f diffusion rate that is between approximately

79%–89% of the value foru motion. For a steady state an-
isotropy of zerou andf diffusion rates are~to within experi-
mental error! equivalent as is physically consistent with iso-
tropic rotational diffusion. In the transition from a negative
steady state alignment to an isotropic distribution of dye
molecules there an increase of 70%–75% ingf (D i) over
that observed in the nozzle exit region. A further although
less marked increase ingf takes place with increasing posi-
tive jet alignment yielding a diffusion anisotropyA of
'1.13–1.16.

The isotropic orientational dynamics of both rhodamine
6G and resorufin are well described by the Stokes–Einstein–
Debye ~SED! equation in the limit of slip hydrodynamics,
where the observed diffusion coefficients have the form18

D5
kT

hV f C
. ~6.23!

Here,h is the solvent viscosity,V is the hydrodynamic mo-
lecular volume,f is the molecular shape factor, andC is a
shape dependent parameter that accounts for the solvent–
solute boundary conditions~for slip hydrodynamicsC,1!.
Changes in molecular shape~i.e., alteringV, f, andC! as a
result of transport are well known in macromolecules31,32but
are unlikely to occur in small rigid molecules. This is born
out by the insensitivity ofg20 andg22 to the initial photose-
lection ~i.e., molecular orientation in the flow! and the reten-
tion of single exponential alignment dynamics in the case of
rhodamine 6G where the orientational dynamics are sensitive
to rotational diffusion parallel and perpendicular to the sym-
metry axis of the rotor. Applying Eq.~5.28! to the determi-
nation of A implies that forg20Þg22 the viscosity of the
solvent is necessarily anisotropic,

A5
D i

D'

5
1

2 F3
g22

g20
21G5

h'

h i
. ~6.24!

The diffusion anisotropy can therefore be taken as a direct
measure of the different solvent frictional forces foru andf

TABLE IV. The variation in the cylindrically symmetric and asymmetric alignment dynamics for rhodamine 6G and resorufin in the three regions of the jet
~see Figs. 8, 10, and 11!. The intrinsicu andf diffusion rates are obtained fromg20 andg22 using Eq.~6.23! and used to construct the diffusion anisotropy
ratio A @Eq. ~6.22!#. In the case of resorufin measurements of these quantities were obtained for a number of flow conditions yielding average jet velocities
v̄ in the range 2.4–3 ms21.

Rhodamine 6G Temp~°C! Pressure~psi! v̄(ms21) g203109 ~s21! g223109 ~s21! D'3108 ~s21! D'3108 ~s21! A Rss%

Nozzle exit
region

17.4 30 2.55 0.36 0.31 0.6 0.475 0.79224.2

Isotropic region 17.7 30 2.59 0.36 0.36 0.6 0.6 1 0
Bottom of jet 17.7 30 2.59 0.35 0.38 0.583 0.658 1.128 1.6

Resorufin

Nozzle exit
region

16.8 30 2.45 0.65 0.56 1.083 0.858 0.79224.6

Nozzle exit
region

20 30 2.95 0.85 0.79 1.417 1.267 0.89425.2

Nozzle exit
region

27 15 2.42 1.225 1.038 2.042 0.221 0.77124.6

Isotropic region 16.9 30 2.46 0.64 0.65 1.067 1.092 1.023 0
Bottom of jet 17 30 2.48 0.64 0.69 1.067 1.192 1.117 0.5
Bottom of jet 27.1 15 2.43 1.15 1.27 1.917 2.217 1.156 1.1
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motion in the laboratory axis. Anisotropy in the bulk viscos-
ity of an aligned medium is well known, for example, in the
case of liquid crystals.33 In the jet u diffusion shows little
deviation from isotropic behavior and it should be stressed
that conventional fluorescence anisotropy experiments
@R(t,b50°) measurements# which in general are sensitive
solely tou diffusion would not reveal this information.

VII. CIRCULARLY POLARIZED EXCITATION

Circularly polarized excitation provides a transition
probability that is fundamentally different to excitation with
a variable angle of linear polarization in that photoselection
is isotropic in the plane perpendicular to the propagation
direction of the excitation pulse. It was shown in Paper I that
the equivalence of conventionally measuredR(t) signals ob-
tained using circular andb545° linear excitation polariza-
tions was unequivocal evidence for an axially symmetric
ground state. Furthermore, as the transition probability con-
tains noY261(u,f) terms it was shown how the measure-
ment of the subsequent fluorescence anisotropy in a se-
quence of rotated analyzer settings as illustrated in Fig. 14
was sensitive to the presence of the excited state^C261

ex &

moments, the observation of which is precluded in a conven-
tional anisotropy measurement.

Figure 15 shows a comparison betweenR(t,b545°)
and the corresponding anisotropy signal obtained for circu-
larly polarized excitation of resorufin in the nozzle exit re-
gion. Both signals are essentially time independent and
~within experimental error! wholly equivalent; this further
confirms the axial symmetry of the dye molecules at the
nozzle exit as indicated by thef-dependent excitation mea-
surements of Sec. II. In the laboratory axis system the circu-
larly polarized excitation probability has the form@Paper I,
Eq. ~8.4!#

Wabs
lab~u,f,t !5BI~ t !

A4p

3 FY00~u,f!1
1

A20
Y20~u,f!

1A 3

40
$Y22~u,f!1Y222~u,f!%G . ~7.1!

The subsequent fluorescence anisotropy measured in the ro-
tated analyzer axis system is given by@Paper I, Eq.~8.11!#

R~bA ,t !5
~cos2 bA2sin2 bA!R~s,bA50°,t !12C~ t !sinbA cosbA

11R~s,bA50°,t !sin2 bA2C~ t !sinbA cosbA
, ~7.2!

with

C~ t !5
2$^a21

ex~ t !&2^a221
ex ~ t !&%

A3012$^a22
ex~ t !&1^a222

ex ~ t !&%
. ~7.3!

In an axially symmetric medium circularly polarized excita-
tion is unable to creatêa21

ex& or ^a221
ex &, and C(t) in the

nozzle exit region is therefore zero and Eq.~7.2! becomes

R~bA ,t !5
~cos2 bA2sin2 bA!R~bA50°,t !

11R~bA50°,t !sin2 bA
. ~7.4!

Measurements of the fluorescence anisotropy following cir-
cularly polarized excitation were performed for a range of
analyzer settings (bA) from 0° to 90° for rhodamine 6G and
resorufin in the nozzle exit region the results of which are
displayed in Fig. 16. The fluorescence anisotropy for a given
value ofbA shows no measurable time dependence. The av-

FIG. 14. A schematic representation of the experimental arrangement for
circularly polarized excitation with collinear fluorescence anisotropy mea-
surements defined in a rotated analyzer axis system with anglebA to the
flow axis of the jet. FIG. 15. Fluorescence anisotropy decays recorded in the nozzle exit region

for resorufin with linearly polarized excitation atb545° and circularly po-
larized excitation withbA50°. The equivalence of the two signals is un-
equivocal evidence of the cylindrical symmetry of the molecular distribution
in this region.
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erage values ofR(bA ,t) are well described by Eq.~7.4! as
can be seen in Fig. 17. This result is consistent with the near
isotropic photoselection in a system where the ground and
excited state degrees of alignment are close as indicated by
the linear polarized excitation studies detailed above. At the
bottom of the jetf-dependent excitation measurements indi-
cate the presence of some cylindrical asymmetry. In these
circumstances there is the possibility of the creation of ex-
cited statê a261

ex & degrees of alignment from the presence of
^a261

gs & and ^a461
gs & moments of the ground state.R(bA ,t)

measurements following circularly polarized excitation at the
bottom of the jet are shown in Fig. 18. The contrast between
relaxation in cylindrically symmetric and asymmetric media
is distinct, there is a marked time evolution in the individual
R(bA ,t) signals leading to a constant ‘‘relaxed’’ value after
'6 ns for resorufin and 9 ns for rhodamine 6G. Circularly
polarized excitation provides little displacement of the initial
excited state distribution from that of the ground state and
the evolution of the anisotropy in the conventional analyzer
setting (bA50°) which is only sensitive tôa20

ex& or ^a262
ex &

dynamics points to an inequality in the ground and excited
state equilibrium degrees of alignment~linearly polarized ex-
citation studies show no strong evidence for alignment cross

relaxation!. Similar evolution inR(bA ,t) is observed asbA

is increased to 90° it is clear that the initial and relaxed
anisotropy data does not follow Eq.~7.4! and indicates the
presence of^a261

ex & degrees of excited state alignment.
Least-squares fits to the angular variation of the two
anisotropies using Eq.~7.2! are shown in Fig. 19. For both
molecules C(t) shows substantial evolution with
C(ss)/C(0) in the region of 0.6. As the diagonal relaxation
dynamics are dominated by the diffusion operator, the rela-
tionship betweeng22 andg21 is given by

g2252D'14D i ,
~7.5!

g2155D'1D i .

The values ofD' andD i have already been determined from
the linearly polarized experiments above and can be used to
predict theg21 decay rates which are displayed in Table IV.
Given the small contribution off-diffusion to the^a261

ex &
dynamics these values are close to those forg20. The evo-
lution of C(t) should therefore follow

FIG. 16. Circularly polarized fluorescence anisotropy signals recorded in the
nozzle exit region for varying values ofbA . The time independence of the
data is consistent with isotropic photoexcitation in thez–x plane to an
excited state whose alignment is equal to that of the ground state.

FIG. 17. Fits to the time independentR(t,bA) signals obtained in the nozzle
exit region of the jet~Fig. 16! using Eq.~7.2!. The results are consistent with
an excited state in which the^a20

ex& and$^a22
ex&1^a22

ex&% alignment terms are at
or close to their steady state values with no$^a21

ex&2^a221
ex &% contribution

@C(t)50#.
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C~ t !5
2@L21~0!exp~2~5D i1D'!t !1L21~ss!#

A3012@L22~0!exp~2~2D i14D'!t !1L22~ss!#
,

where

L21~0!5$$^a21
ex~0!&2^a221

ex ~0!&%

2$^a21
ex~ss!&2^a221

ex ~ss!&%%,

L21~ss!5$^a21
ex~ss!&2^a221

ex ~ss!&%,
~7.6!

L22~0!5$$^a22
ex~0!&2^a222

ex ~0!&%

2$^a22
ex~ss!&2^a222

ex ~ss!&%%,

L22~ss!5$^a22
ex~ss!&2^a222

ex ~ss!&%.

Providing the$^a22
ex(t)&1^a222

ex (t)&% dynamics are known
@i.e., fromR(t,b) measurements# g21 can be found. In prin-
ciple the detailed form ofC(t) can be built up from a series
of R(bA ,t) curves; here, however, the noise levels that nec-
essarily accompany a low fluorescence anisotropy preclude
any detailed analysis. It is clear however that the initial value
of the asymmetric alignment ratio is higher than the relaxed
value for both dyes and that it is this additional parameter

that gives rise to the time dependence ofR(bA ,t) in the
cylindrically asymmetric region of the jet. The use of circu-
larly polarized excitation coupled with the measurement of
the fluorescence anisotropy as a function of the analyzer axis
nonetheless provides unequivocal evidence as to the degree
of cylindrical symmetry of an aligned medium and the time
evolution of R(bA ,t) following circularly polarized excita-
tion is seen to be an intrinsic property of a cylindrically
asymmetric environment.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have shown how the use of~variable!
linear and circular excitation polarizations in picosecond do-
main fluorescence anisotropy can be used to investigate both
the order and full angular motion of a probe molecule in an
anisotropic environment. The systems studied—jet aligned
rhodamine 6G and resorufin—showed significant steady
state alignment for the ground and excited states of both
molecules to be present in the immediate transition from
confined to free fluid flow. In this region the departure from
isotropic relaxation dynamics is clearly visible, however, the
^a20

ex(t)& and $^a22
ex(t)&1^a22

ex(t)&% dynamics whilst unequal
still remain linear as predicted by first order perturbation
theory. From a consideration of the angular dependence of

FIG. 18. Circularly polarized fluorescence anisotropy signals recorded at the
bottom of the jet nozzle exit region for varying values ofbA . The behavior
here is in contrast to that observed in the nozzle exit region in that there is
a clear evolution ofR(t,bA) to a steady state value. The solid line exponen-
tial fits to the data are intended as a guide to the eye and are not based on
any model for the dynamics in this environment.

FIG. 19. Fits to theR(t,bA) data obtained in the positive alignment condi-
tions found at the bottom of the jet. The initial and steady state values of the
anisotropy@obtained by an average of theR(t,bA) signals aboutt511 ns#
indicates additional cylindrical asymmetry ($^a221

ex &2^a21
ex&%Þ0) with an

evolving ratio of the cylindrically asymmetric alignment.
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the diffusion operator it was shown how the measurement
g20 andg22 could be used to determine both the pureu and
f diffusion rates. The results obtained point to an induced
asymmetry inD i andD' in the anisotropic regions of the jet
which is attributed to flow induced changes in the solvent
viscosity. At the nozzle exit with a negative steady state
alignmentf-diffusion ~motion in the alignment plane! is im-
peded with D i'0.8D' ; this relation is reversed with a
change in steady state alignment at the bottom of the jet
where D i'1.2D' . In both instances motion in a perpen-
dicular coordinate to that of the net alignment is favored. We
have recently observed a similar although more pronounced
diffusion anisotropy in the orientational dynamics of probe
molecules doped into the nematic phase of a liquid crystal
~5-cyano biphenyl! where with a net positive alignment of
'20% u-diffusion (D') is significantly impeded
(A>3.5).34,35

The techniques developed in this work are applicable to
the study of alignment dynamics in any anisotropic medium.
To the best of our knowledge, this study represents the first
direct determination of the full angular motion of fluorescent
probes in an ordered environment.
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